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The American Lawyer’s 2019 National
Pro Bono Rankings
By Ben Seal
This chart ranks the Am Law 200 by their pro bono score
for work performed by U.S.-based lawyers. Half of the score
comes from the average number of pro bono hours per lawyer in
2018; the other half represents the percentage of lawyers who performed more than 20 hours of pro bono work. Calculations are
based on lawyer counts as of Dec. 31, 2018. Sixty-three firms de-

clined to provide complete information about their domestic pro
bono work.
We define pro bono work as legal services donated to organizations or individuals. We do not include work done by paralegals or
summer associates, nor time spent on bar association work, nor on
nonlegal work for charities or nonprofits.

national pro bono (The Five Top-Ranked Firms)
Rank

Firm

Pro Bono
Score

Average
Hours

% with
20+ Hours

Am Law
Rank

1

Jenner & Block

138.1

169.7

106.6

82

2

Covington & Burling

127.2

172.6

81.8

29

3

Patterson Belknap Webb
& Tyler

120.3

148.1

92.5

149

4

Wilmer Cutler Pickering
Hale and Dorr

113.5

129.6

97.4

28

5

Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe

111.5

124.2

98.9

32

international Pro Bono (The Five Top-Ranked Firms)
Rank Firm

Non-U.S.
Pro Bono Score

Average Hours
Per Lawyer

% Of Lawyers
Over 20 Hours

Number of NonU.S. Offices*

Non-U.S.
Lawyers

% of Non-U.S.
Lawyers

Lawyers
in the U.S.

1

Morgan, Lewis & Bockius

70.9

46.9

94.9

13

253

13.1

1677

2

Dechert

69.9

54.5

85.3

14

333

33.9

650

3

Jenner & Block

63.2

48.6

77.8

1

18

3.6

485

4

Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe

62.1

44.7

79.4

11

296

29.5

707

5

Arnold & Porter

54.3

46.2

62.5

4

88

8.4

956
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Pro bono, by average hours
(The Five Top-Ranked Firms)
Rank Firm

Average Hours

pro bono, by breadth of commitment
(The Five Top-Ranked Firms))
Rank Firm

% with 20+ Hours

1

Covington & Burling

172.6

1

Shearman & Sterling

106.9

2

Jenner & Block

169.7

22

Jenner && Block
Block
Jenner

106.6
106.6

3

Patterson Belknap Webb
& Tyler

148.1

3

Winston & Strawn

102.7

4

Paul Hastings

99.5

4

Skadden Arps

135.0

5

Orrick

98.9

5

WilmerHale

129.6

On the Path to Pro Bono Success, Law Firms
Have Plenty to Navigate
By Brenda Sapino Jeffreys
When Nelson Mullins Riley & Scarborough acquired 150-lawyer
Broad and Cassel in 2018, the two East Coast firms had many things
in common, but their pro bono programs were vastly different.
Nelson Mullins, based in Columbia, South Carolina, maintained
an organized system for pro bono opportunities and tracking, while
Miami-based Broad and Cassel encouraged pro bono but didn’t track
hours the same way. The difference led to a revamp of Nelson Mullins’ pro bono system.
“They had a good history of doing good work but didn’t track
it. For us, it was figuring out how to collect the information of what
Broad and Cassel was really doing,” says Erik Norton, a partner in
Columbia who was head of Nelson Mullins’ pro bono committee at
the time of the deal.
Mismatched pro bono programs are one hurdle firms encounter
following a merger or large acquisition, alongside the more predict-

illustration by alison seiffer

established and structured pro bono program makes it easier for firms
to track hours and for lawyers to identify work that fits their skill sets.
That structure can also lead to more lawyers doing pro bono, resulting in higher overall hours.

Average hours per
international lawyer spent
on pro bono work in 2018

21.5

57.5

Average hours per U.S.
lawyer spent on pro
bono work in 2018

Jenner & Block was again the top large firm for U.S. pro bono
work in 2018, according to The American Lawyer’s annual Pro Bono
Survey, with lawyers at the firm averaging nearly 170 pro bono hours,
and every lawyer handling at least 20 hours. For international work,
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius topped the list, with its lawyers outside the

able challenges of matching technology and compensation systems.
U.S. firms expanding internationally face similar rocky terrain, since
pro bono may be tracked and identified differently outside the United States.
Nelson Mullins isn’t alone. Other firms involved in recent mergers had to figure out how to mesh their pro bono programs. A well-

United States handling 47 pro bono hours on average and 95% of
them working at least 20 hours.
Overall, the U.S. firms that submitted information for the survey
did a little less pro bono work in the United States and internationally in 2018 than in 2017, handling 5.3 million hours, down from 5.4
million hours the year before.

pro bono
In 2018, 48.4% of U.S. lawyers at the 137
firms that participated in the survey did more
than 20 hours of pro bono work, down slightly
from a 49.5% average in the 2017 survey. U.S.
lawyers at surveyed firms averaged 57.5 hours
in 2018, down from 59.7 hours in 2017.
Meanwhile, the numbers improved internationally, Overseas, lawyers at U.S. firms averaged 21.5 hours of pro bono work in 2018,
and 28% put in at least 20 hours, according
to the survey. That compares to an average of
20.6 hours in 2017 and 26.4% of lawyers doing at least 20 hours.
Many of the same firms returned to the
top 10 spots on the list for their domestic
pro bono work. Covington & Burling, Patterson Belknap Webb & Tyler and Orrick,
Herrington & Sutcliffe all made the top five
again, along with Jenner. They were joined
by Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale and Dorr.

Firms With the Highest
Average Hours Per Lawyer
Covington & Burling

172.6

Jenner&&Block
Block
Jenner

169.7
169.7

Patterson Belknap Webb
& Tyler

148.1

Skadden, Arps, Slate,
Meagher & Flom
Wilmer Cutler Pickering
Hale and Dorr

135
129.6

Paul Hastings, Dechert and Ropes & Gray
kept their top 10 status, joined by Hughes
Hubbard & Reed and Skadden, Arps, Slate,
Meagher & Flom. Buckley (13th) and Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher (18th) slipped out of
the top 10.
On the international side, Morgan Lewis
topped the list, followed by Dechert, which
led the ranking last year. The rest of the top
10 included Jenner; Orrick; Arnold & Porter
Kaye Scholer; Skadden; Winston & Strawn;
Paul Hastings; Latham & Watkins; and Kelley Drye & Warren. Winston & Strawn and
Kelley Drye are new to the top 10. Cozen
O’Connor (40th) and Gibson Dunn (15th)
dropped out of the top tier.

Portion of
international
lawyers who
performed more
than 20 hours
of pro bono
work in 2018

We were one of the first law
firms to join the fight against
Portion of U.S.
the detention of prisoners
lawyers who
%
at Guantanamo Bay under
performed more
than 20 hours
previous administrations,”
of pro bono
he says. “We’ve been doing
work in 2018
asylum work for many years
%
and continue to do that today.”
The politics of pro bono
Shearman & Sterling, Jenner, and Winston & Strawn each reported that more than work is rarely an issue at Morgan Lewis, Ra100% of their lawyers did at least 20 hours chel Strong, the firm’s senior pro bono counof pro bono in 2018, a circumstance created sel, says.
“Every firm is aware of these issues,” she
by departures. Covington & Burling had
the highest average (172.6 hours) in 2018, says. “We are a big tent with a lot of different
followed by Jenner (169.7), and Patterson viewpoints and perspectives, and we want to
honor everyone’s.”
Belknap (148.1).
Removing Roadblocks
Pro bono hours count toward associWhile melding pro bono programs can be
ates’ billable-hour requirements for 92% of
a challenge for firms going through a merger
domestic lawyers and 90% of international
or expanding into a new market, disparate
lawyers at U.S. firms.
pro bono programs would probably not diThe Pro Bono Survey evaluates the
rectly prevent a combination, consultant PeAm Law 200’s commitment to pro bono
ter Zeughauser of Zeughauser Group says.
work, ranking firms on a metric that incor“In the scheme of things, it’s not at the
porates the average number of pro bono
top of the list,” he says.
hours worked by each of their lawyers and
But Zeughauser notes that an institutionalthe percentage of lawyers at each firm who
ized pro bono program is in some ways a litmus
spent at least 20 hours on pro bono work in
test of a firm’s culture, and “usually firms don’t
a given year. The U.S. pro bono rankings
merge if they aren’t culturally well-suited.”
are for work done by lawyers in the United
Instead of creating a roadblock to a
States, while international rankings are for
smooth combination, Norton, the Nelson
pro bono work by lawyers at U.S. firms who Mullins partner, says the acquisition of Broad
are based in offices outside the country.
and Cassel led his firm to reboot its pro bono
While firms in the survey described a wide program with the goal of increasing involverange of pro bono initiatives, including civil, ment across the firm.
criminal and corporate matters, many priori“We treated it almost as if it were a sepatized immigration issues in 2018, including asy- rate division within the merger, where we
lum cases and the representation of children had to collapse the two programs [together]
and adults separated at the U.S.-Mexico border. for purposes of tracking,” he says.
The deep commitment to immigration issues
Nelson Mullins tracked hours and asacross the spectrum suggests that U.S. firms are sociates got credit for them, while Broad
setting aside politics when doing pro bono.
and Cassel didn’t differentiate between pro
Andrew Vail, who chairs Jenner’s pro bono bono work and community service but excommittee in Chicago, says his firm doesn’t pected its associates to “do good works,”
think of pro bono work in terms of politics, Norton says. Under the new system, which
but instead in terms of providing legal repre- was presented to lawyers at a firm retreat in
sentation to those who don’t have access to it.
May, lawyers now get credit for every pro
“Our commitment to pro bono has contin- bono hour instead of going without credit
ued over decades in various administrations. for the first 20, he says, a requirement the

28

48.4
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Top 10 Firms by Most
Pro Bono Hours

total Hours
in 2018

attorneys
in U.S.

Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher
& Flom

193,081

1,430

Latham & Watkins

176,907

1,775

Covington & Burling

170,729

989

Jones Day

152,072

1,689

Kirkland & Ellis

127,623

2,105

Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher

126,252

1,146

Ropes & Gray

125,442

1,163

Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale
and Dorr

122,379

944

Sidley Austin

117,064

1,661

Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton
& Garrison

113,351

1,034

firm adopted years ago to set an example in
the market.
The distraction of the massive acquisition
didn’t affect the firm’s overall pro bono hours,
but fewer lawyers participated in 2018, which
Norton attributes to lawyers being pulled
in different directions. The revised program
should improve hours going forward, particularly as legacy Broad and Cassel lawyers get
accustomed to the system, he says.
Nelson Mullins wasn’t alone in blending
pro bono programs during a merger last year.
Virginia-based Hunton & Williams merged
with Texas-based Andrews Kurth Kenyon.
Mitch Reid, a co-chairman of the Houston office’s pro bono committee, says the firms had
very similar, well-established pro bono programs, so combining them wasn’t difficult.
“The two legacy firms got together very
early on and discussed the best practices of
each side,” Reid says. “What we took away
was we were doing really great things in the
communities we served.”
Hunton Andrews Kurth’s pro bono program
now offers more training for lawyers, Reid says.

Its pro bono contribution didn’t slip during the
hectic merger year. Reid says Hunton & Williams had obtained 100% participation for the
last decade, while Andrews Kurth didn’t track
hours despite a big commitment. The combined
firm, he notes, hit the 100% mark.
“Each firm had a very robust pro bono
program and a lot of people committed to
pro bono,” he says. “To be able to do this
right out of the box has been very easy.”
Ellen Bonacorsi, senior counsel at Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner in St. Louis and
chairwoman of the firm’s pro bono committee, says the firm is still working to combine
the pro bono programs in place at the time
of the 2018 merger of Bryan Cave and the
U.K.’s Berwin Leighton Paisner. But she says
the movement toward a unified policy has
been smoothed by each firm’s strong commitment to pro bono and tracking hours.
The fast-growing Morgan Lewis picked
up about 750 lawyers and staff in 2014 from
Bingham McCutchen, and in the same year
merged with the 80-lawyer Stamford in Singapore. According to Strong, Morgan Lewis

and Bingham had very similar pro bono
cultures, and meshed well.
“It could potentially be harder with
non-U.S. offices, but we’ve been really
lucky,” she says, adding that the firm expects every lawyer to bill 20 or more pro
bono hours and new lawyers are not given
leeway on that requirement. That bar was
met last year by 95% of the firm’s lawyers.
Strong says international offices in Moscow and London are among the most active
for pro bono. With a window into the range
of pro bono work because of her responsibility
approving pro bono matters, she says lawyers
in Moscow generate all of their own pro bono
work, and the level is high in London as well.
“Both had very strong cultures,” Strong
says. “There were light differences in the
kind of work, but not whether or not they
were doing the work.”
Detroit’s Clark Hill and Dallas firm
Strasbuger & Price, which combined in
2018, also dealt with some small differences after they merged. But Gregory Longworth, a senior attorney in Grand Rapids,
Michigan, who chairs the pro bono committee, says none of it presented a barrier
to joining the two pro bono programs. He
says associates and senior attorneys can earn
credit for up to 50 pro bono hours a year.
Much of Clark Hill’s pro bono work is
identified through practice groups, Longworth says, and the immigration practice
group in particular has been active, handling
asylum work and other immigration matters
in Texas, an area that was popular in 2018
among firms that participated in the survey.
The effort of Clark Hill’s immigration
practice group to step up and do pro bono
work in Texas is an example of lawyers across
the firm working together, Longworth says.
“That’s the type of thing that has melded
fast,” he says.
Email: bjeffreys@alm.com
Senior reporter Brenda Sapino Jeffreys
covers the business of law in Texas. Contact her
at bjeffreys@alm.com On Twitter: @BrendaSJeffreys
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Slideshow: Pro Bono Brought Big Law Out
in Force in 2018

Jenner & Block: In a victory for hundreds of thousands of former students of the now-defunct ITT Technical Institute, Jenner & Block reached a
settlement to wipe out nearly $600 million in student debt and return $3 million to students who made loan payments to the school after it closed.
The firm worked with Harvard Law School’s Project on Predatory Student Lending to represent a class of students who filed suit in bankruptcy
court in 2017, a year after the for-profit college chain went bankrupt. The settlement cancels all of the debt for students who attended ITT between
2006 and 2016.

By Ben Seal
Last year was an eventful one in the pro bono realm, as the Am
Law 200 found a broad array of important causes to focus their attention on. From highly charged political matters to the quest to ensure
civil and constitutional rights are upheld, law firms poured in millions of hours to get clients the help they needed. In this slideshow,
we highlight 15 example of the work the Am Law 200 performed last

year for pro bono clients—and the positive results they secured.
Ben Seal is managing editor of The American Lawyer. He joined the
magazine in February 2018, and previously spent five years working for
The Legal Intelligencer, editing the paper’s magazines and supplements and
reporting on Pennsylvania’s state courts, legislature and Attorney General’s
Office. Contact him at bseal@alm.com or @BSealTAL.
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